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Background: Transfer of the tendon of the brachioradialis muscle to the tendon of the flexor pollicis longus restores
lateral pinch function after cervical spinal cord injury. However, the outcomes of the procedure are unpredictable, and
the reasons for this are not understood. The purpose of this study was to document the degree of variability observed in the performance of this tendon transfer.
Methods: The surgical technique used for the brachioradialis tendon transfer was assessed in two ways. First, the surgical attachment length of the brachioradialis was quantified, after transfer to the flexor pollicis longus, with use of intraoperative laser diffraction to measure muscle sarcomere length in eleven individuals (twelve limbs) with tetraplegia.
Second, ten surgeons who regularly performed this procedure were surveyed regarding their tensioning preferences. Using a biomechanical model of the upper extremity, we investigated theoretically the effect of different surgical approaches on the active muscle-force-generating capacity of the transferred brachioradialis in functionally relevant elbow,
wrist, and hand postures.
Results: The average sarcomere length (and standard deviation) of the transferred brachioradialis was 3.5 ± 0.3 µm.
That length was significantly correlated to the in situ sarcomere length (r2 = 0.53, p < 0.05). Surgical tensioning preferences varied considerably; however, six of the ten surgeons positioned the patient’s elbow between full extension
(0° of elbow flexion) and 50° of flexion when selecting the attachment length, and six of the ten stated that their goal
was to tension the transfer slightly tighter than its resting tension. The computer simulations suggested that a
“tighter” brachioradialis transfer would produce its peak active force in an elbow position that is more flexed than the
elbow position in which a “looser” transfer would produce its peak active force.
Conclusions: This study provides evidence that experienced surgeons perform this tendon transfer differently from
one another. Biomechanical simulations suggested that these differences could result in substantial variability in the
active force that the transferred brachioradialis can produce in functionally relevant postures.
Clinical Relevance: The surgical attachment length and the position of the patient’s limb at the time of tendon
transfer are both controllable and measurable parameters. Understanding the relationship between surgical technique and postoperative muscle function may provide surgeons with more control of clinical outcomes.

L

oss of hand function is a debilitating consequence of
cervical-level spinal cord injury. Tendon transfer surgery, which involves attaching the tendon of a nonparalyzed muscle (the donor muscle) to that of a paralyzed muscle,
is one of the few means available for restoring aspects of voluntary hand function to tetraplegic individuals. The brachioradialis is the donor muscle most commonly used for this
purpose1. Functional outcomes of transfers of the distal tendon of the brachioradialis to the proximal portion of the distal
tendon of the flexor pollicis longus to restore lateral pinch
function to quadriplegic patients have ranged from excellent

to poor2-6. Quantitative assessments of pinch force have been
reported to vary as much as tenfold among subjects with these
transfers6-9. While brachioradialis tendon transfer does result
in functional gains for many individuals with cervical spinal
cord injuries, the basis for the variability in the outcomes requires additional study in order to optimize this valuable reconstructive procedure.
It is commonly accepted that surgical technique influences the functional outcome of a tendon transfer. This is a reasonable assumption as the surgeon maintains complete control
of the donor muscle’s length intraoperatively when attaching it
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to the paralyzed muscle. Because muscle force is highly dependent on muscle length10, surgical outcomes could easily be compromised by an inadequate choice of surgical attachment
length. It has been postulated that the choice of surgical attachment length influences postoperative strength11,12, the range of
motion of the joint13, and the integrity of the transfer14,15.
Surgeons select attachment lengths during tendon transfers by subjective means. The most commonly employed technique is based on tactile feedback, in which the surgeon relies
on the relationship between muscle length and passive muscle
force. The desired level of passive tension in the donor muscle
(and the resulting surgical attachment length) is selected by the
surgeon on the basis of his or her experience, and this choice of
tension level is not easily taught or described. It is likely that this
approach leads to variability in the attachment lengths preferred by different surgeons. For example, the surgical tensioning preferences of thirty-four hand surgeons were evaluated
with use of a surgical simulator that was developed to mimic the
relationship between passive tension and muscle length16. When
instructed to indicate the level of tension that they preferred
when performing a brachioradialis transfer, the surgeons chose
a wide variety of surgical attachment lengths16.
In general, there are almost no objective criteria for defining surgical tensioning preferences. The few specific descriptions of brachioradialis tendon transfers in the literature
suggest variability in approaches. For instance, surgeons have
reported positioning the patient’s elbow during brachioradialis transfers over a range from full extension16 to 90° of
flexion13. A critical step in understanding the relationship between surgical technique and clinical outcome is to establish
an adequate description of the current techniques.
The purpose of this study was to document the degree
of variability in surgical technique observed during transfers
of the tendon of the brachioradialis muscle to the tendon of
the flexor pollicis longus. To do this, we (1) quantified the sarcomere length of the brachioradialis chosen at the time of tendon transfer in eleven patients (twelve limbs), (2) compared
the tensioning preferences of ten different surgeons for the
same brachioradialis transfer, and (3) implemented a biomechanical model of the upper limb to evaluate theoretically the
effect of different surgical approaches on the active muscleforce-generating capacity of the transferred brachioradialis in
functionally relevant elbow, wrist, and hand postures.
Materials and Methods
arcomere length was measured in vivo with laser diffraction17 in eleven individuals (twelve limbs) with tetraplegia
who were undergoing tendon transfer of the brachioradialis to
the flexor pollicis longus. All procedures were performed with
the full approval of the institutional review boards at the centers
where the study was conducted. All patients provided informed
consent. One surgeon (V.R.H.), with more than twenty-five
years of experience in the surgical reconstruction of the upper
limbs of tetraplegic patients, performed six of the procedures,
and another surgeon (J.F.), with more than ten years of such experience, performed the other six procedures. Sarcomere length
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was measured both in situ and after transfer in nine limbs and
following transfer only in three limbs. In situ measurements
were performed with the elbow positioned in extension (in approximately 0° to 20° of elbow flexion), the forearm in neutral
rotation, and the wrist in neutral. Measurements following tendon transfer were performed in the same elbow, forearm, and
wrist positions, with the thumb and hand passively positioned
in a lateral pinch posture. Six of the limbs in this study were included in a previous study in which the average in situ sarcomere length of the brachioradialis was reported16.
The preferences, with regard to surgical tensioning during transfer of the brachioradialis to the flexor pollicis longus,
of ten surgeons who regularly performed the procedure were
documented with use of an e-mailed survey. The survey asked
the surgeons to describe the positions in which they placed the
patient’s elbow and wrist at the time of tensioning of the
transfer. It also asked them to state their goal with regard to
the pressure between the thumb and the lateral aspect of the
index finger, as demonstrated by qualitative intraoperative assessment, resulting from the transfer. In a follow-up survey,
the same surgeons were asked to answer the following multiplechoice question:
In the elbow and wrist position that you normally
choose, when you “set” the tension is it your intention to:
a. set the tension much looser than the normal state of
the brachioradialis muscle?
b. set the tension slightly looser than the normal state of
the brachioradialis muscle?
c. set the tension at the normal state; i.e., the so-called
“resting” length?
d. set the tension slightly tighter than the normal state of
the brachioradialis muscle?
e. set the tension much tighter than the normal state of
the brachioradialis muscle?
The surgeons were also asked if they set the tension differently in one patient compared with another and, if so, to
briefly describe what guided their thinking. Finally, the surgeons were asked to report the number of years that they had
been performing surgical transfer of the brachioradialis to the
flexor pollicis longus and approximately how many such
transfers they had performed in the last two years. The two
surgeons who performed the tendon transfers and the measurements of intraoperative sarcomere length in this study
also participated in this survey.
Finally, using a computer-graphics-based model of the
upper extremity18, we simulated the active isometric forcegenerating capacity of the brachioradialis-to-flexor pollicis
longus tendon transfer for a range of surgical attachment
lengths at various functionally relevant elbow, wrist, and hand
postures. Individuals with tetraplegia tend to grasp objects
with use of lateral pinch19 and an extended wrist20. We estimated the active muscle force produced by the transfer over
the full range of motion of the elbow (0° to 130° of elbow flexion), over the full range of motion of the wrist, and with the
fingers and thumb positioned in a lateral pinch posture.
The biomechanical model represents the bone geometry,
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Fig. 1

Sarcomere length measured intraoperatively after surgical transfer of
the brachioradialis to the flexor pollicis longus was significantly correlated with in situ sarcomere length of the brachioradialis measured
prior to transfer in the nine limbs in which both measurements were
performed. Thus, the surgeons chose a transferred muscle length that
was comparable with that found in situ.

joint kinematics, origin-to-insertion paths, and architectural
parameters of fifty muscles (or muscle compartments) of the
upper extremity. The model characterizes the mechanical ac-
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tions of the muscles of the upper extremity, as determined by
comparisons with experimentally measured moment arms18.
The force-generating characteristics of the muscles were derived
from detailed anatomical studies of muscle architecture18. Total
isometric joint moments estimated with use of the model are
comparable with the isometric moments produced by healthy
adult subjects during maximum voluntary effort18. Muscletendon paths can be altered interactively to simulate various
surgical procedures, and muscles can be “paralyzed” by turning
off their active properties11,13,21.
We simulated surgical transfer of the brachioradialis to
the flexor pollicis longus, with use of the computer model, by
altering the muscle-tendon path of the brachioradialis to reflect the procedure. In the simulation, the muscle-tendon path
of the transferred brachioradialis was identical to the path of
the brachioradialis at the elbow joint and identical to the path
of the flexor pollicis longus at the wrist and thumb joints.
Thus, the simulated transfer had the elbow flexion moment
arm of the brachioradialis and the wrist flexion and thumb
flexion moment arms of the flexor pollicis longus. The peak
active muscle force of the transferred brachioradialis was assumed to be equal to the peak force of the non-transferred
brachioradialis, which we calculated by multiplying the crosssectional area of the non-transferred brachioradialis (1.8 cm2)22
by muscle specific tension2 (22.5 N/cm2)23. In all simulations,
we assumed that the strengths of the elbow extensors and the
wrist extensors were adequate to stabilize these joints during
hand function powered by a brachioradialis transfer. Specifically, we assumed that the maximum isometric moment that

Fig. 2

Computer simulation of active brachioradialis
muscle force as a function of elbow position
with the wrist in 55° of extension and the
hand in a lateral pinch posture. The dashed
line indicates active force following use of a
surgical attachment length of 3.1 µm (the
shortest measured length), the dotted line
indicates active force following use of a surgical attachment length of 3.9 µm (the longest measured length), and the solid line
indicates active force following use
of a surgical attachment length of 3.6 µm
(between the two measured extremes).
These simulations demonstrate that differences in intraoperative tensioning that result
in variable sarcomere length dramatically affect active muscle force.
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TABLE I Surgeons’ Preferences When Transferring the Brachioradialis to the Flexor Pollicis Longus Tendon
No. of Yr
Surgeon
Performed
Transfers

No. of
Transfers
Performed
in Past 2 Yr

Elbow
Position

1

30

Retired

Full extension

Neutral

2

11

17

Full extension

45° extension

3

30

8

30° flexion

4

23

15-20

30° flexion

5

11

7

6

*

*

7

10

25

90° flexion

10° extension

Moderate pressure

Much looser

No

8

*

*

90° flexion

Neutral

Light touch

Does not compare with in situ
resting tension

Yes

9

40†

24

90° flexion

Neutral

Light touch

Slightly tighter

No

6

90° flexion

30° flexion

Light touch

Resting tension

No

Surgeon

10

28

Goal Relative to
Resting Tension
of in Situ
Brachioradialis

Sets Tension
Differently
From Patient
to Patient

Mild touch

Slightly tighter

Yes

Fairly tight

Slightly tighter

Yes

Neutral

Light touch

Resting tension

No

Full extension

Moderate pressure

Slightly tighter

Yes

45° flexion

Neutral

Light touch

Slightly tighter

Yes

50° flexion

Neutral

Firm touch

Slightly tighter

Yes

Wrist
Position

Pressure
Between Thumb
and Finger

*The surgeon did not respond to this question. †The surgeon responded that the transfer has been performed at the medical center for
more than forty years.

could be produced by the elbow extensors (whether generated
by residual triceps function or augmented by the tendon
transfer) was greater than the elbow flexion moment produced by the brachioradialis during maximum voluntary effort for all elbow positions. Likewise, we assumed that the
maximum isometric moment produced by the wrist extensors was greater than the wrist flexion moment produced by
the brachioradialis, after transfer to the flexor pollicis longus,
during maximum voluntary effort.
To evaluate the effect of variability in surgical technique
on postoperative muscle function, the sarcomere length of the
transferred brachioradialis was altered in the model to reflect
the range of surgical attachment lengths measured intraoperatively and the stated surgical preferences reported in the survey.
For each measured sarcomere length, the intraoperative data
were first normalized by the optimal sarcomere length (2.7 µm),
and this ratio was then used to define either (1) the muscle fiber
length at elbow, forearm, wrist, and hand postures comparable
with the postures of these joints during intraoperative data collection (0° of elbow flexion, a neutral wrist position, a neutral
forearm position, and a lateral pinch hand posture) or (2)
longer or shorter lengths, to reflect a range of “tensions” given
the results of our surgeon survey. On the basis of previous studies, muscle fiber length was defined as 173 mm at optimal sarcomere length22,24.
All surgical attachment lengths were prescribed in the
model with the muscle under passive conditions (i.e., assuming
zero muscle activation) to be consistent with intraoperative
conditions. To simulate maximum isometric force-generating
capacity, we then assumed full muscle activation; the model estimated the change in muscle fiber length with activation25. The
change in fiber length with joint rotation was calculated on the

basis of the muscle moment arm26, optimal muscle fiber length,
and tendon compliance25. Strictly speaking, fiber length actually refers to muscle fascicle length since there is evidence that
brachioradialis fibers do not extend the entire length of the
fascicle27. For each surgical simulation, the active muscle force
produced by the transferred brachioradialis was calculated as a
function of elbow and wrist positions on the basis of fiber
lengths estimated for that surgical attachment length.
Results
he mean sarcomere length (and standard deviation) of the
brachioradialis following transfer to the flexor pollicis longus was 3.5 ± 0.3 µm (range, 3.1 to 3.9 µm, or approximately
±11%). The difference between the longest and shortest surgical
attachment lengths was 30% of the optimal length (2.7 µm). In
the subgroup of nine limbs in which sarcomere length was measured both in situ and after tendon transfer, the length after the
transfer was significantly correlated with the in situ length (r2 =
0.53, p < 0.05; Fig. 1). The paired in situ and transferred lengths
indicated that the chosen surgical attachment lengths (mean,
3.5 ± 0.2 µm) were slightly shorter than the in situ lengths
(mean, 3.7 ± 0.3 µm; p = 0.018). On the average, the transferred
sarcomere length was 95% (range, 85% to 103%) of the in situ
length. The in situ sarcomere lengths ranged from 3.3 to 4.2 µm.
The differences in surgical attachment lengths observed
among the twelve limbs in this study could result in substantial
variability in the active force that the transferred brachioradialis
can produce. For example, computer simulations of the brachioradialis-to-flexor pollicis longus tendon transfer demonstrated
that, with the elbow near full extension (0° to 20° of elbow flexion) and with a functional hand and wrist posture, the active
force-generating capacity associated with a surgical attachment
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Fig. 3

Computer simulation results illustrating the
elbow positions at which peak active muscle
force occurs as a function of surgical attachment length and the patient’s wrist position
during postoperative function. Surgical attachment length was prescribed with the elbow fully extended, the forearm in neutral,
the wrist in neutral, and the hand in a lateral
pinch posture. While the specific elbow positions and sarcomere lengths indicated here
are for a single surgeon’s preference with regard to the elbow, forearm, wrist, and hand
postures during the transfer, the general observation derived from these simulations
(that is, that longer surgical attachment
lengths cause peak active force to occur in
more flexed elbow postures) can be extended to the other surgical preferences for
elbow and wrist positions that are described
in Table I.

length of 3.1 µm (the shortest attachment length measured in
this study) was at least seven times greater than that associated
with a surgical attachment length of 3.9 µm (the
longest attachment length measured in this study). The computer simulation also suggested that peak muscle force occurred
in more flexed elbow postures when the longer attachment
lengths had been used. For instance, a surgical attachment
length of 3.1 µm yielded a transfer that produced peak active
muscle force at 58° of elbow flexion (Fig. 2, dashed line) while
an attachment length of 3.9 µm yielded a transfer that produced
peak active force at 104° of elbow flexion (Fig. 2, dotted line) in
the simulated functional hand and wrist posture.
The ten surgeons who were surveyed regarding their performance of this procedure reported different preferences for
tensioning of the transfer. These surgeons differed from one another with regard to their positioning of the limb when they tensioned the muscle (Table I), with their preferred elbow position
ranging from full extension to 90° of flexion and their preferred
wrist position ranging from 30° of flexion to 45° of extension.
The most common single elbow position that they selected when
attaching the brachioradialis to the flexor pollicis longus was 90°
of flexion (selected by four of the ten surgeons); however, the

majority (six) of the surgeons positioned the elbow between full
extension (0° of elbow flexion) and 50° of flexion. When more
than one surgeon preferred a particular elbow position (e.g., two
surgeons prefer 30° of flexion), those surgeons often preferred
different wrist positions. The majority (six) of the ten surgeons
reported that their goal was to tension the transfer slightly
tighter than its resting tension, with resting tension evaluated in
their preferred elbow and wrist positions. Six of the ten surgeons
also reported altering their choice of surgical attachment length
from patient to patient. The factors that influenced their choice
of attachment length for a particular patient included thumb
stability, thumb positioning relative to the index finger, the degree of thumb extension or opening, the range of wrist extension
available to the patient, and an evaluation of brachioradialis tension in multiple elbow and wrist positions.
The computer simulations suggested that tensioning of
the brachioradialis tighter than its resting tension (i.e., choosing an attachment length that is longer than 3.7 ± 0.3 µm
when the elbow is extended, the wrist and forearm are in neutral, and the hand is in a lateral pinch posture) tends to produce peak muscle force when the elbow is flexed (Fig. 3). In
contrast, the computer simulations suggested that “looser”
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transfers (i.e., an attachment length that is shorter than 3.7 ±
0.3 µm in these same joint positions) are strongest in more extended elbow positions. The exact elbow position in which
peak muscle force occurs postoperatively (i.e., the elbow position in which the restored function will be strongest) depends
on the surgical attachment length as well as on the wrist position that the patient uses during postoperative function.
The specific functional results and sarcomere lengths illustrated in Figure 3 are for a given surgical preference concerning the elbow, forearm, wrist, and hand postures of the patient
during tensioning; the predicted elbow positions and the chosen sarcomere lengths described above are sensitive to the surgical preference for these joint postures. However, the general
results of these simulations extend to the other surgical preferences for elbow and wrist positions that are described in Table I.
For any given subset of preferred joint positions, our biomechanical simulations predicted that a brachioradialis transfer
with a longer attachment length will produce its peak active
force in a more flexed elbow position compared with the elbow
position if the same transfer were performed with a shorter attachment length. The preference of surgeons to tension the brachioradialis transfer “slightly tighter” than the resting tension
suggests that they are biasing the outcome for a given patient toward peak function in a more flexed elbow posture compared
with the position if they chose a “looser” transfer for that patient. Predicting a more specific outcome for a given surgeon or
a given patient would require more quantitative assessment of
surgical technique. Because the surgeons surveyed in this study
preferred such a wide variety of elbow and wrist positions and
because the survey results reflect only qualitative assessments of
surgical tensioning, no specific conclusions about how surgical
outcomes would vary among different surgeons can be drawn
from this study.
Discussion
he functional success of tendon transfers is variable, with
donor muscles generally losing at least one grade of muscle
strength after transfer28. The physiological and mechanical basis
for the variability in outcomes as well as for the reduction in
function postoperatively remains unknown. This study provides evidence that experienced surgeons perform this particular tendon transfer differently from one another. The computer
simulation results demonstrate that, on the basis of scientifically
established muscle properties (specifically, muscle force is
highly dependent on muscle length and joint properties (muscle length changes with joint position), differences in surgical
approach reported by surgeons may alter functional outcomes
in a quantifiable way. The surgical attachment length and the
position of the patient’s limb at the time of the tendon transfer
are both controllable and measurable parameters. Establishing
and understanding the relationship between surgical technique
and postoperative muscle function are a priority in order to allow surgeons greater control of clinical outcomes.
As illustrated by the results of our survey of ten surgeons, the decision-making process by which a surgeon “tensions” a muscle is complex. Surgeons often rely on experience
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and anecdotal information to make these important decisions.
Previously, we tested thirty-four hand surgeons with a mechanical device that simulated the “feel” of the brachioradialis
muscle and documented substantial variability in the simulated choice of “tension” of the transferred brachioradialis16.
Neither the surgeon’s grip strength nor the number of transfers performed (an index of “experience”) was a significant
predictor of the choice of tension with the simulator. The results from the survey performed in the current study suggest
that at least some of the variability observed in the previous
study is intentional—that is, different surgeons choose different attachment lengths because of their distinct intraoperative goals and paradigms (Table I).
We believe that the variability in surgical preferences for
tensioning brachioradialis transfers that was documented in
this study results from the fact that, currently, there is neither an
accepted general theory nor a scientifically established guideline
for setting the tension of any tendon transfer. The surgical literature and textbooks support this assertion. For example, a common text devoted to hand surgery29 states that “setting the
proper tension in the transfers [referring to transfers for radial
nerve palsy] is a somewhat tricky task but it is very critical to the
outcome of the operation. It is difficult to describe precisely
how to adjust tension in tendon transfers, and a certain amount
of experience is essential in being able to ‘feel’ the proper tension.” Another text30 states that the tendon transfers should be
placed at “normal tension,” but “normal tension” is not further
defined. An article in the surgical literature recommends “considerable tension.”31 Some articles that discuss surgical technique point out other keys to proper tensioning, with the
recommendations focusing not on how the tension “feels” to
the surgeon as he or she attaches the tendon, but rather on the
postural outcome that is achieved32. For example, recommendations for surgical transfers performed to restore opposition to
the thumb following median nerve injury provide varying suggestions related to the attitude of the thumb that should be attained after attachment of the transfer33. Similarly, in his treatise
describing the principles of tendon transfer, Littler advised that
the proper tension of a transfer to restore finger flexion should
allow the digits to passively extend when the wrist is passively
fully flexed, as occurs in the unimpaired hand33. Thus, articles
and texts describing surgical techniques for many different tendon transfers reflect the results from our survey: the experiential methodologies that are being implemented are based on few
standardized or objective criteria, resulting in variability in
technique among surgeons.
The current study provides some insight into the influence of the surgical approach with respect to the attachment
length of the transferred brachioradialis. A difference in the
tensioning preferences of the two surgeons who performed the
transfers in this study is demonstrated by the intraoperative
data. Specifically, in response to the survey, one of the surgeons stated that his goal was to tension the brachioradialis at
“resting tension” (i.e., at about the same length as in situ) in
all patients, and the other surgeon stated that his goal was to
tension the brachioradialis “much looser” (i.e., shorter than
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the in situ length) in all patients. The measurements of sarcomere length in this study showed that each surgeon effectively
implemented his stated surgical preference. The intraoperative
data suggest that the surgeon who prefers to perform a “much
looser” transfer would choose a shorter attachment length
compared with the surgeon who prefers “resting tension” if
these two surgeons performed the transfer in the same patient
in the same limb position.
Despite this difference in tensioning preferences, it is important to note that the absolute surgical attachment lengths
implemented by the two surgeons overlapped. This is primarily
because of the large range of in situ sarcomere lengths observed
among the nine limbs in which they were measured both in situ
and after tendon transfer and because both surgeons “tensioned” the muscle with use of the resting tension of the in situ
brachioradialis as a guide. This finding is supported by the
strong correlation between in situ and posttransfer sarcomere
length. An alternative tensioning approach would be to use the
same surgical attachment length for all subjects, regardless of
the in situ sarcomere length. This approach would require intraoperative measurements of either sarcomere lengths or muscle force at different lengths34,35 to be implemented effectively.
Before altering their current surgical technique, surgeons should consider that the model predictions must first
be verified with postoperative assessments of patients. To
evaluate the outcomes of their surgical approach within the
context of this study, hand surgeons should quantify the
pinch force produced in multiple elbow positions following
brachioradialis-to-flexor pollicis longus tendon transfers in
their patients. We recommend externally stabilizing the elbow during such outcome assessments to reduce confounding effects of weakened elbow extensors on brachioradialis
function and measurements of lateral pinch force2,6. The
question of how brachioradialis transfers should be tensioned in order to provide optimal hand function will be
most effectively addressed once such postoperative assessment data are available from multiple surgeons.
While many factors influence surgical outcomes, this
study was designed to elucidate the direct effect of intraoperative surgical tensioning on the active force that the transferred brachioradialis produces in isolation from other
factors. The computer simulations indicated that a primary
effect of surgical tensioning is that a brachioradialis transfer
with a longer attachment length produces its peak active
force in an elbow position that is more flexed than the elbow
position in which the same transfer with a shorter attachment length would produce its peak active force. To derive
this conclusion, we made a number of assumptions, including that the transferred brachioradialis is fully and uniformly
activated throughout the range of elbow and wrist motion
during lateral pinch, patients undergoing a brachioradialis
transfer have sufficient elbow extension to stabilize the elbow during hand function, and the cross-sectional area and
the length of the transferred brachioradialis are the same as
those of the unimpaired, non-transferred muscle. These assumptions should be considered when evaluating the poten-
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tial clinical impact of this study as discussed below.
Little is known about how effectively transferred muscles
are voluntarily controlled, and this remains an important topic
for further study. A recent study2 of eleven subjects treated with
a brachioradialis-to-flexor pollicis longus tendon transfer demonstrated that muscle activation was submaximal during lateral
pinch, even when subjects were encouraged to produce the
maximal pinch force possible. Submaximal activation during
lateral pinch was observed both in subjects with weak elbow extensors and in those with strong elbow extensors. On the basis
of these new data, we tested the sensitivity of our computer simulations to lower muscle activation. The main finding derived
from the original simulations—namely, that a brachioradialis
transfer with a longer attachment length produced its peak active force in an elbow position that was more flexed than the position in which the same transfer with a shorter attachment
length produced its peak active force—was not sensitive to substantially lower, uniform muscle activation.
The muscle parameters (i.e., optimal fiber length and
physiological cross-sectional area) that were used in our
model to predict muscle force are generally only available
from unimpaired muscles that have not been surgically altered. It is possible that adaptations in muscle structure and
force-generating capability may occur with spinal cord injury
or secondary to tendon transfer36. Rather than predict a specific value for maximum active force, we used the biomechanical simulations to evaluate how the active force produced by
the transferred brachioradialis changes in different elbow and
wrist postures. As a result, the conclusions of this study are
not sensitive to differences in the cross-sectional areas of brachioradialis muscles that may exist between individuals without impairment and patients with spinal cord injuries and
tendon transfers. However, if muscle adaptations following a
transfer led to substantial change in brachioradialis fiber
lengths, the changes in active force with elbow and wrist positions predicted by the model would be affected. Additional
study of structural adaptations in muscle following spinal
cord injury and tendon transfer is warranted.
Because lateral pinch force (a clinical outcome measure)
provides a measure of brachioradialis muscle force following
transfer of the brachioradialis to the flexor pollicis longus37,
this study yielded several clinically testable hypotheses. The effect of surgical attachment length on hand function can be
fully demonstrated when the intraoperative data described
here are paired with postoperative assessments of lateral pinch
force in the same patients. Future work in this direction has
the potential to form the basis for educating surgeons on the
consequences of different surgical techniques and ultimately
may improve patient care. 
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